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ABSTRACT
Two neural systems - the auditory

pathway and the thalamo-cortical
assocration areas - set constraints on the
acoustic properties of all vocal
communication systems, including
human language. This paper discusses
the manner in which the two systems,
operating in concert, may shape the
spectra-temporal propenies of human
speech.

INTRODUCTION
The acoustic nature of speech is

typically attributed primarily toconstraints imposed by the human vocalapparatus. The tongue, lips and jaw canmove only so fast and so far per unit111716,.t size and shape of the vocal tractset limits on the range of realizablespectral configurations, and so onAlthough such articulatory propertiesdoubtless impose significant constraintsit is unlikely that such factors, in and ofthemselves, entirely account for the fullconstellation of spectro-temporalproperties of speech. For example thereare sounds which the vocal apparatiis canproduce, such as coughing and spittinwhich do not occur in any langua cg,sound inventory. And althou g S

capable of chaining
vowels or consonant
relies exclusively on e
form, nor does spe
sequences of aco
segments.

s but no language
ither basic segment
ech contain long
ustically Similar

aUd113) this paper it is proposed thatry system imposes its own set ofconstraints on the acoustic nature oftsgleejrhangrl'igg their: factors are crucialn . . .
packaged in the sieeglrnia‘ifrgfgrihlo'l‘hispackaging is designed largely to insurl:

‘

robust and reliable coding of phonetic
information by auditory mechanisms
operating under a wide range of
potentially adverse acoustic conditions, as
well as to integrate these phonetic features
With information derived from neural
centers responsible for visual and motor
coordination.

SPECTRO-TEMPORAL
PROPERTIES OF SPEECH

The discussion focuses on the
following parameters of auditory
function:

(1) the range of frequency sensitivity
(2) the frequency resolving capabilities of

peripheral auditory neurons
(3) the limits of neural periodicity coding
(4) the time course of rapid adaptation
(5) the temporal limits of neural

corncidence detection
(6) the modulation transfer characteristics

of brainstem and conical auditory
neurons.

These parameters account for a
number of important acoustic proptfl'lit’rS
of speech, including:
(1) an absence of s '10 kHz pectral energy above

(2) a concentration of spectral information
below 2.5 kHz

(3) preference for encoding perceptually
relevant information in the spectral
peaks

(4) sound pressure levels for segmt?ms
ranging between 40 and 75 dB

(5) rapidly changing spectra
(6) a prevalence of phonetic segments

wrth abnipt onsets and transients
(7) a preference for quasi-periodic

waveforms whose fundamental
frequencies range between 75 and
330 Hz
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(8) temporal intervals for integrative units
(syllables and segments) ranging

between 50 and 250 ms

These acoustic properties are essential

for the robust encoding of speech under

uncertain (and often noisy) acoustic

conditions and in circumstances where

multiple vocal interactions may occur

(e. g., the proverbial cocktail party).
Each of these properties is examined

in turn.

Spectral Energy Distribution
a. Energy entirely below 10 kHz.

No speech segment contains significant

energy greater than 10 kHz, and most

speech segments contain little energy
above 4 kHz [1,2].

b. Concentration of energy below 2.5
kHz.

The long term power spectrum of the

speech signal is concentrated below 2.5
kHz, as a consequence of the temporal
domination of vowels, glides and liquids
in the speech stream [1,2].

Moderate to High Sound Pressure
Levels

Although we are certainly capable of
talking at very high or very low
amplitudes, we rarely do so. Rather,
speech is spoken at a level that is
approximately 60-75 dB for vocalic
segments and about 20-30 dB lower for
stops and fricatives [3].

Rapid Changes in Spectral
Energy over Time
a. Significant changes in spectral energy

maxima over 100ms intervals.
The spectral energy in speech moves
rapidly through time. There is virtually no
segment in the speech signal where the
formant pattern remains relatively
stationary for more than 50 ms [2].

b. Prevalence of abrupt onsets (e. g.
stop consonants, clicks, affricates).

There is a tendency for words to begin
with segments having abrupt onsets, such
as stops and affricates and it is
uncommon for words to begin with
gradual onset segments such as vowels

l4]-
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Temporal Modulation
Characteristics

a. Micromodulation patterns with
periodici between 3 and 12 ms

Most of the speech signal is produced
while the vocal folds are vibrating. The
acoustic result is that the speech

waveform is modulated at a quasi-
periodic rate ranging between 3 (330 Hz)
and 12 ms (85 Hz). The lower limit is

characteristic of the high range of female
voices while the upper limit is typical of
the low end of the male range.
b. Macro—modulation patterns on the

time scale of 50 to 250 ms
Riding on top of this micro-modulation is

a longer periodicity associated with

segments and syllables. The durational

properties of syllables is a property of the

permissible sound sequences in the

language [5].

It is likely that all spoken languages

are characterized by these properties,

despite the differences in their phonetic

inventories. It is these "universal" macro—

properties of the speech signal that form

the focus of the discussion below.

AUDITORY MECHANISMS

The auditory bases for the spectro-

temporal properties described above are

varied and complex, reflecting general

constraints imposed by the mammalian

acoustic transduction system. However,

these general mammalian properties have

special consequences for the nature of

speech as a consequence of the unique

fashion in which sensory-motor and

cognitive information is integrated in the

human brain.

Spectral Energy Distribution

Human listeners are sensitive to

frequencies between 0.05 and 18 kHz

[6]. However, the truly sensitive portion

of this range lies between 0.25 and 8 kHz

[6], setting approximate limits to the

bandwidth of the acoustic communication

channel
The precise shape of the human

audibility curve is conditioned by several

factors. The lower branch of the

audibility curve reflects the impedance

characteristics of the middle ear [7]. The

coupling of the ear drum to the oval
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window of the cochlea via the ossicular
chain is much more resistive 10 low
frequencies than to high.

The upper branch of the audibility
range is determined by the mechanics 0f
the inner ear, which in turn is accounted
for by macro-evolutionary factors
pertaining to the ability to localize sound.
The upper audibility limit pertains to the
frequency range over which interaural
intensity cues are available for precise
localization of sound in the azithmuthal
and vertical planes. Because of the
relatively large diameter of the human
head (25 cm), it is possible to extract
reliable localization information based on
differential intensity cues for frequencies
as low as 4~6 kHz [8]. This is an
important limit, because the upper
boundary of audibility for mammals is
conditioned largely by the availability of
these cues. For a small headed mammal,
such as a mouse, comparable cues are
available only in the human ultrasonic
range, well above 20 kHz Small headed
mammals tend to be sensitive to far
higher frequencies than their larger-
headed counterparts [9]. Humans and
other large-headed mammals need not be
sensttive to the high-frequency portion ofthe spectrum since they can exploit bothmteraural time and intensity cues at thelower frequencies. in view of the limitednumber of neural elements available for
frequency coding. an increase inbandwrdth sensitivity necessarily reducesthe proportion of tonotopic real estatefocused on the lower portion of thespectrum. The comparative evidence

and that sensitivit ‘‘yto the high-end f$iqi-Jaetrh3 range is a drawback excegt l":' . necessa fu ’localization and chttrryacte'il‘i:zlalt(t)i‘<l>nofl'liou“Eca further implication, as well, that thlzuree istsomething special about the lowIfrequency portion of the spectradiscussed below.
m, asThus it is no at, . ystery whls(<;;i;ids1_contain little energy 3't. he human ear is relatively
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insensitive to frequencies above this limit
because of the low-frequency orientation
of the inner car. But what precisely
accounts for this low-end spectral bias,
and could this account for the
concentration of speech energy in the
speech signal below 2.5 kHz?

One of the common properties of all
vertebrate hearing systems is the ability of
auditory neurons to temporally encode
low-frequency information. This
encoding is performed through a process
referred to as "phase-locking," in which
the time of occurrence of a neural
discharge is correlated with the pressure
waveform driving the cell. The limits of
this temporal coding in the auditory
periphery area result of the modulation of
neurotransmitter released by inner hair
cells and the uptake of these chemicals by
auditory-nerve fibers [10]. Auditory-
nerve fibers phase~lock most effectively
to frequencies up to 800 kHz.
progressively diminishing in their
temporal encoding potential with
increasmg frequency. The upper limit of
robust phase-locking is ca. 2.5 kHz [11].
although a residue of phase-locking
perSists up to 4-5 kHz [11].

What is the significance of phase-
locking for encoding speech-relevant
information? It provides a means of
encoding spectral information in a robust,
fault-tolerant fashion that is important for
Signal transmission in uncertain and
POW—finally adverse acoustic conditions. In
order to understand how this occurs, it is
helpful to first consider another means of
encoding frequency information in the
auditory system.

The discharge rate of a peripheral
auditory neuron is roughly proportional
:9 the energy driving the cell over a
imited range of sound pressure levels-.Because of the filtering action of thc

cochlea. it would be possible to enCOdc
the spectrum of a complex signal entirely
in terms of the average discharge rate of
SPCCIIalIy tuned neurons across I
tonotopically organized neuronal may ifthe dynamic range of these cells was
suffiCiently large. However, the range
over which most auditory neuronsIncrease their firing rate is only about 20
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30 dB [12], far too small to effectively

encode spectrally dynamic features. As a

consequence, this ”rate-place"
representation of the acoustic spectrum

becomes progressively blurred at higher
sound pressure levels. despite robust
perceptual decoding [13].

A significant problem with the rate-
place code is its vulnerability to acoustic
interference. Because the magnitude
parameter is based simply on average rate

it is impossible to distinguish neural
activity evoked by a target signal of
interest and extraneous background
noise. There is no effective means of

segregating the two sound sources on the

basis of neural "labeling." A rate-place
representation is particularly vulnerable to

acoustic interference since its only
measure of spectral identity is the location
of activity in a topographically organized

plane. Any extraneous source which

intrudes into the place of the target signal

could potentially disrupt its
representation.

In contrast, phase-locked responses

do provide a considerable degree of
noiserobustness since the neural

response is effectively labeled by the
driving stimulus. A SOD-Hz signal evokes
a temporal distribution of nerve impulses
rather distinct from one centered at 900
Hz, or even 550 Hz. This temporal
information allows the auditory system to
successfully segregate signals derived
from disparate sources. In this fashion
the temporal code provides a measure of
protection against background sounds.

Phase—locking also provides a means

to reduce the background noise as a
consequence of its limited dynamic range.
Frequencies more than 10-15 dB below
the spectral peak driving the cell are
rendered effectively invisible, since they
do not affect the temporal discharge
pattern [14]. This property effectively
acts as both an automatic gain control
[15] that suppresses background noise
and enhances local peaks in the spectrum.
This peak enhancement is combined with
a broadening of the cochlear filters at
moderate to high sound pressure levels to
spread the labeled low-frequency
information over a wide tonotopic range
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of neurons. As a consequence, there are
many neural channels carrying similar
temporal information. and this

redundancy of central nervous system
input provides for a large measure of

reliability in encoding such phase-locked
information. Noise tends to be
concentrated in particular frequency
bands, and therefore its potentially
disruptive effect minimized by virtue of
the important information distributed over

a large number of channels.
Because robust phase-locking only

occurs for frequencies below 2.5 kHz,

there is an advantage in using the lower

portion of the spectrum for encoding

information that needs to be transmitted

over noisy acoustic channels. Thus, there

is a real incentive from an information

reliability perspective to pack as much

information in the lower spectral bands as

possible. Disruption of the representation

can be detected and patched up because it

is possible to associate similarly labeled

activity. Furthermore, the limited

dynamic range of phase-locking makes it

more difficult for noise to disrupt the

encoding of low-frequencies. The signal

to noise ratio must be exceedingly low

before auditory neurons lose the ability to

phase-lock to the foreground signal.

Enhancement of spectral peaks in the

neural activity pattern has the effect of
center clipping in the frequency domain

providing considerable incentive to
concentrate communicationally relevant

information in the low-frequency spectral

peaks, particularly at high sound pressure

levels.

Moderate to High Sound Pressure
Levels

The energy in the speech signal is

distributed as follows.

The voiced speech sounds,

particularly the vowels and glides
typically possess a considerable amount
of energy, in the range of 60-75 dB SPL

at the receiver's ear [4]. And most of

these voiced segments concentrate their
energy below 2.5 kHz [5]. The neural

signature cast by these segments spread

their spectral shadow over much of the

auditory nerve, recruiting high-frequency
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neurons to their temporal discharge
Lhegejlg rlendering the informatiorinc reativel ' ' '
imcrferencc [16].), imperVious to acoustic

. Segments with ener concen 'in the mid- and high-frefiiiency (333213132;portions of the spectrum are typically ofmuch lower amplitude (3050 dB). Thisis probably a consequence of two factorsThis is the most sensitive portion of thehuman ear's audible range. However thegain‘in sensitivity is modest (10 dB)relative to frequencies between 0.5 and 2kHz: A second factor is perhaps of moreSignificance. This is the portion of thespectrum above the limits of neural(phase-locking. Because of the limitedynamie range of auditory neurons thespectral contou associated with these

{:taipn', these segments are morem e igible at low—to moderate intensitiean at higher SPLs.
8

they are dependent on ratercaode which has a res '01:53.aIggw-frequency spectra, on the, are most robustly encoded at

Rapid chan '
. . ges in

Disstribution of Eng;e Spectrala. igniflcantchanges in
_

smagma over 100 ms intermm] energypropetrig of the most salient acousticchangingscqlf speech is its constantlyaracter. Sto ccome on abniptl . Th p Onsonanlsof liquids, glide: andcefi'mmlm patterns:onlstantly shifting. In con15:51:: at a normal rate. it is difficult I ,dynam' steady-state segments Th'0ic property of the Speech signal i:

3;;
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commonly interpreted as a reflec ‘vocal tract pattern constantly in $350?And yet it is possible to produce quasi:steady—state speech-like segments in acontinuous fashion, such as done inmany forms of vocal music. But we don'ttypically communicate in chant.
of So what factors account for the paceSignifirgctral movement in the speech

. One consideration cone
impact steady-state spectra hafentfn ih:aCI'lVlIy level of auditory neurons Asalient property of auditory neurons isadaptation. Turn on a signal and anauditory nerve fiber will fire at a veryhigh rate for 5 to 15 ms [17], diminishinits actrVity level steadily over the next 105ms or so. At higher levels of the auditorypathway many cells will fire only atSignal onset. But this adaptation is highlyrequency selective [18]. Change thespectrum of the signal and formerlyquiescent neurons will turn on. In thisfashion dynamic spectral properties could

dynamics is enhanced at the higher:fions of the auditory pathway, wherechanéifiens respond only to spectrallysignals. g stimuli, not to steady state

mOdAUIastfcond factor pertains to thecortical on transfer function of auditoryAnd a minejugons, as discussed beIOW.informatib actor pertains to the rate ofaudit n transmrssron through theory pathway into the central conicalareas, also discussed below.
b. Prevalence of abrupt onsets .stop consonants. clicks, affn’cate(sc) g-rupt onsets act in a m ' I
to . _ anner Similarspectrally dynamic Signals in that theye a high rate of neural

eir inputs fire within a
v .ery small interval of time. typically 250
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us or less. Among the more effective
stimuli for simultaneous activation of a
large neural array are transients associated
with stop and affricate consonants, and as
such are relatively more reliably encoded
under adverse conditions.

Temporal Modulation
Characteristics
at. Micro-modulation patterns with

periodicity between 3 and 12 ms.
A significant proportion of speech,

perhaps as much as 80 percent [3]. is
produced while the vocal folds are
vibrating. And yet this predominance of
voicing is not necessary for sustained
vocal production, as evidenced by
whispered speech.

The fundamental frequency of adult
human speech ranges from 75 Hz for a
low, adult male to 330 Hz for a high
female voice [5]. Although this range
reflects to a certain degree the length and
mass of the vocal folds. it is possible for
the human voice to go well above this
range, as attested by operatic
performance. What is there about the
normal f0 range that makes it special with

respect to the auditory coding of speech?
If we look at the ability of auditory

neurons to encode the waveform
periodicity of spectrally complex signals
such as speech, phase-locking to this
temporal parameter of the speech signal is
most robust among central auditory
neurons in the range 75-300 Hz [20] and

is the region of the most acute modulation
discrimination [21].

The significance of encoding
waveform modulation becomes apparent
when we consider how the auditory
system would track a sound source

through time without some equivalent
form of cohesive force to bind disparate
spectral elements together into a single
sound source. Because speech and other
communication signals are typically
broadband, the system needs to know
that the activity in the low-frequency
channels is related to that evoked in the
higher channels. Common periodicity
provides a cohesive cue that enables the
system to attribute disparate neural
activity to the same source.
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Periodicity tracking in the range of the
human voice is a particularly effective
means of robust encoding of information
[22]. At the level of the auditory nerve,
fibers are capable of firing at sustained
rates up to 250 spikes per second [23].

And at the level of the cochlear nucleus
some cells can fire at rates up to 1000
spikes per second [24]. This phase-
locked response to the modulation cycle
enables each glottal cycle of the speech
waveform to be marked with a burst of
excitation that enables the system to track
the signal across frequency and time.
[25].

b. Macro—modulation patterns on the
time scale of 50 to 250 ms
In addition to the modulation of the

speech waveform imposed by vibration
of the glottis, is a slower amplitude
modulation that is correlated with the
passage of individual segments and
syllables. A normal speaking rate (at least
for English-speaking Americans) is
approximately 4 syllables per second [4].
And, in English, there are approximately
2.5 segments per syllable [3]. Thus, the

average length of a phonetic segment is
ca. 100 ms and that of a syllable, 250 ms.

At the higher stations of the auditory
pathway, principally the auditory cortex,
neurons generally respond at rates
between 5 - 20 Hz (50 - 100 ms) [26].

Each cell in this region acts as an
integrative center, its response reflecting
the activity of hundreds, if not thousands
of cells at more peripheral stations. It

appears likely that the syllable and
segment rate of spoken discourse is at
least partially conditioned by the firing

rates of these conical neurons. These

cells can phase-lock to the slow

modulations of energy within their

response areas and thereby provide an

accurate representation of both syllabic

and gross spectral contours. The gross
amplitude modulation cues can be used to

temporally bind neural activity driven by

different portions of the spectrum, but

having common onsets and offsets.
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CORTICO-THALAMJC
MECHANISMS

The brain utilizes specific strategies to
integrate auditory information into
linguistically meaningful units. It is rather
unlikely that speech is processed
phoneme by phoneme like so many
"beads on a string." Rather the acoustic
components of speech appear to segregate
into syllable or mora-length units, which
in turn are integrated into words and
higher level semantic units.

What are the neural bases for this
syllable timing properties of speech?

Many properties of auditory function
appear to be governed by a ZOO-ms time
constant, including temporal masking,
intensity integration and loudness
summation [6]. it is of interest that a
similar time constant figures prominently
in visual and motor function as well [27].

These observations suggest the
existence of a quantal unit common to the
sensory and motor systems, a unit of time
over which sensory information is
analyzed and correlated with the relevant
motor systems, possibly through the
reticular nuclear complex of the thalamus
and the neo-dentaie nucleus of the
cerebellum.

Thus, the syllable may serve as thetemporal unit for integration of auditoryinformation into higher-level linguisticunits.
During speech production the motorsystem controlling the vocal apparatus isalmost surely in close communicationWith the output of the auditory systemThe syllable may thus serve as thetemporal unit for which the auditory andarticulatory components of speech aresynchronized, and also serve as well asthe basrc unit for higher level integrationinto semantic units.

Information enc 'oded in s liablepackets places a temporal constriiint onlinguistic information. It establishes this‘ n which a minimumamount of information needs to be fit forhigher level integration.
These observ '. ations suextstence of a quantal unit ggest thesensory and motor systems, a unit of timeover which senso ‘ry information ianalyzed and correlated with the relevani

E
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motor systems, probably through the
reticular nuclear complex of the thalamus

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The human vocal apparatus is likely

to have evolved under conditions
optimized to produce communication
signals possessing properties that exploit
the auditory system's ability to encode
information in a robust, fault-tolerant
fashion.

The speech spectrum is biased
towards the low-frequencies which are
particularly resistant to disruption from
background noise. The sound pressure
level of most speech is sufficiently high
as to insure that low-frequency spectral
information is spread across a wide array
of auditory frequency channels. Glottal
periodicity insures that the system is able
to track speech in noisy, acoustically
adverse conditions, and syllable length
modulation helps the brain bind together
disparate spectral entities into meaningful
units.
’ Within this framework, the
importance of the auditory system for
speech is that it preconditions the neural
representation for maximum reliability
and rate of information transmission. 1!
does this by creating a sparse
representation of the signal, consisting
mainly of changes in spectral peaks and
temporal parameters. The brain therefore
only needs to keep track of novel features
tn the waveform, confident that only
these encode important information.

ls this correlation between auditory
properties and the speech waveformsufficrent to fully account for the acousticproperties of human language? Probably
not. Although the auditory systemnecessarily provides the sort of robust,efftcrent form on information
representation required for higher level
linguistics integration, it fails to fully
specify why speech occurs in syllable andword level units.

Other brain centers, such as thethalamus and cortical association areas areundoubtedly involved in thetransformation of this acousticinformation into a complex symbolic
system.
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